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to enormous proportions. 
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Boston were between 
production of a 
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morta1i of clinically 
a with the 
s cant costs to society, 
disease runs its course and 
AIDS mu f present 
potential 
sness of a test to determine if 
to the AIDS virus. 
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Since physi ns will not be able to advise regarding 
s or other than pall medical measures respecting 
AILS, a general hysteria might develop which would have serious 
effects on the blood system and the well-being of persons who 
test pas ive. This group could include persons who may be 
members of the general population that are not considered at high 
risk for AIDS. 
These issues imply that a substantial educational program is 
required to prevent the onset of AIDS, to counsel victims, and 
generally inform health care providers, and the general public 
regarding the problem. 
With respect to resources, the Committee heard testimony 
about the rapid increase in caseloads in Los Angeles with only 
minimal support from public funding sources. 
A representative of the San Francisco Department of 
Public Health discussed the San Francisco experience in the 
medical treatment of 
and education. 
sons with AIDS and efforts in prevention 
Witnesses provided the Committee with the following 
recommendat ng AIDS projects in Los Angeles County: 
1. Assess community needs to determine how to spend 
allocated 
2. Increase efforts to educate high risk individuals 
on measures to reduce their risk. 
3. 
nat to 
lled nursing facility beds as an alter-
cost hospitalization. 












funding levels for support, 
1 care. 
that AIDS is the number one public 
Los Angeles. 
Los Angeles County to at least 
accordance with the following schedule: 
, $4.5 million (including information 
meaning of the AIDS blood test); 
b) lled nurs beds, $.5 million; and 
c) Acute Hospital and Mental Health Services, 
$5.0 
Commissioner of Insurance to eliminate 
i ss other exclusionary clauses in health 
pol s with respect to AIDS and other chronic 
illnesses. 
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ASSF~LY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH 
INTERIM HEARING ON 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY AIDS BUDGET 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1984 
STATE CAPITOL, ROOM 125 
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 
CHAI~~N CURTIS R. TUCKER: My name is Curtis Tucker, 
I'm of Assembly Health Committee. I want to 
introduce a few of my colleagues who are here now and by the time 
I sh will be others. To my far right, Phillip 
r Mayor of Sacramento, an Assemblyman who 
sents s old City and the surrounding area. And next to 
is Roos, Majority Floor Leader of the California 
Assemb To immediate right is Paul Press, Principal 
to Committee. And one that we can't work 
Lott, Committee Secretary. 
s and gentlemen, welcome to the 
lth Inter Hearing on Los Angeles County 
DS 
st fevJ s the publ health community 
and the become aware of a public health 
i 
of the AIDS epidemic which generally kills 
of onset, is presently incurable and 
d Los Angeles at a rate which doubles every 
months. 
today wil focus on the response which Los 
le has made regarding this problem. 
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We will hear testimony concerning the specific 
corrnni tment of t:.he county, as well as comments on urunet needs, 
recommended activi s and funding levels. 
In addi t.ion, the Cornrni ttee has asked for testimony from 
San Francisco public health officials concerning their experience 
with AIDS, a description of their service system and funding, and 
some general recommendations regarding principles of prevention, 
outreach and treatment. 
Before we take testimony we will view a video profile of 
the AIDS epidemic produced by WNET, New York, which should set 
the stage for the testimony of our witnesses. 
While I was reading this prepared statement Mrs. Jean 
f'lloorhead, Assemblyperson from the Sacramento area has just. joined 
ns. She is also a member of this Committee. 
So why don't we roll. Let's look at this film. 
Novl I'd like to that while testimony is being given any 
member of the Committee will be privileged to ask any questions 
that he or she so des s at any time. 
The ttee t ewed: 
A VIDEO PROFILE OF THE AIDS EPIDEMIC 
PRODUCED BY WNET, NEW YORK 
AND NARRATED BY EDWARD ASNER 
CHAI~U~N TUCKER: I guess now we'll have testimony from 







SCHRAM: Mr. irman and meinbers of thP 
you for inviting me to testify before your 
needs of Los Angeles County regarding AIDS. 
s as of September lOth is that. t.here are almost 
1 
United States and almost 500 in Los 
in mind that that figure of almost 6,000 
definition of AIDS. In other words, in 
restricted definition. But the 
re are 10 times as many people afflicted 
does not their criteria. Such as 
do not t CDC definition. So 
ust ,000 cases, but of estimated 60,000 
And wou trans in Los Angeles 
cases. 
f on the part of some people 
to n " the Nation's blood supply and 
a year or two that the health crisis is 
s is a potentially disastrous 
e of sexual active gay men in San 
exposed to the virus that was 
II. And I think those figures should be 
collected by the CDC in blood 
9 and 198 . In 1978 one out of two hundred 
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o these men had evidence of exposure to this virus. By 1980 
that was 25% and by 1984, 65%. In other words, in a period of 6 
years, two thirds of the men who had not been exposed to the 
virus had become exposed. That's a frightening statistic. 
In Boston, it's estimated 25% to 30%. If, as with the 
number of cases per million population, Los Angeles County falls 
in between the two, as many as hundreds of thousands of people iL 
Los Angeles County either have been or will be exposed to that 
virus by the time a vaccine is proven both safe and effective. 
And I think, you again heard that the estimate is that possibly a 
vaccine could be available in a year. What is not talked about 
is how long it would take to be proven safe and effective. 
First animal trials would have to be done and there are 
now 4 chimpanzees that the virus has been inoculated into that 
have shown evidence of infection. The vaccine could then be 
proven in animals to prevent the disease. However, then a trial 
would have to be done like the hepatitis B vaccine where large 
numbers of people were vaccinated and compared to a group that 
was not vaccinated. And with an incubation period that can go up 
to 5 years it has to take years before you could prove that it 
was effective, let alone safe. It is uniformly agreed that a 
vaccine will be of no benefit to those people that have already 
been exposed to the virus. 
How many of those exposed to the virus of the 











s time, as are the factor(s) that will 
l or won't develop the disease. 
become clear is that until either effective 
a vaccine is lable, prevention is the most 
on tool that we have to 1 the numbe:::-
s disease. I must remind you that the 
rate is about 46%, but as again was pointed 
mortality appears to be about 80% or more. 
mortality rate. I ask you to think about 
you lk about polio you had perhaps 1% of the 
developed severe disease. With hepatitis B a 
age d from the disease. So people who 
IS 
on AIDS, a mortality rate of 80% is just 
is estimated that the average medical 
AIDS is $100,000 or more. And that does 
costs to society of the sease such as 
, sick pay, disability pay, etc. 
to the need for prevention, especially among 
sf is a great need for education of 
sease. Very soon, blood banks 
b donors for the antibody to this 
high rj.sk individuals since February, 1983, 
exc themselves from donating. And 
people from the Southern California Red 
very c that that has been effective. 
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1 8refore, individuals who now turn out to have antibody, in 
other words who have been exposed to the virus, will be 
ividuals who do not consider themselves in high risk 
categories. In other words these are going to be people who do 
not fit into the groups of people who should be at risk for AIDS. 
These people will then be advised to contact their physician. I 
have to tell you frankly that no physician at this point knows 
what to do wJ.th such a person. And, in fact, when this starts 
happening very soon, there is a study being done by the National 
Heart Lung Blood Institute in Los Angeles County where 50,000 
blood donors are going to be screened. When those people are 
found to be positive for antibody, they're going to be told to 
see their physician. At this point the physician cannot even 
duplicate the test to confirm that it is correct. Then the 
icians are going to have to be educated about what to tell 
the patient about 
licaticn ... 
sease, about the test and about the 
CHAIR~ffiN TUCKER: Excuse me, Doctor, are we still 
find phys ians who will refuse to accept a patient suspected 
of ng .2\IDS? 
DR. SCHRAM.: rl'lwt's difficult for me to answer, I 
honestly don't know. 
CHAIID1AN TUCKER: At the very beginning when we first 
became aware that there was a small epidemic there were 
s ians were refusing to see patients that they suspected 
has had 
not treat se 
t.hern. 
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was ust our educating them 
in fact, do we still have physicians who 
s. Or hospitals who would not accept 
. 1 1 WlJ..J_ 
• SCHRNJ!: I honestly cannot answer that . I think Dr. 
'lrlOU knov¥' than I do. I will say, however, that 
we re are dentists, in fact most dentists will refuse to 
take care of with AIDS. Many physicians are able, once 
t make a di s, to the pat to other physicians 
le. So 1 don't know they refuse to 
le will consider the effect on 
b s blood test is going to have. Because 
have now who think that they 1 re healthy 
told have been exposed to the virus 
that's liable to be misinterpreted to mean 
went to donate, but now they 
h is li le to cause the same kind of hysteria 
ago when le donating blood. And 
a major educational effort 
that's ly going to affect 
In event 1 S going to be a 
i of se le and their sexual 
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I so far ssed only some of the educational 
needs, not for Los Angeles County, but frankly communities 
around the state. HovJever, I do lieve that in our county we 
have not done nearly an adequate job of educating high risk 
ndividuals. Speci lly, gay and bisexual men and IV drug 
users on risk reduction. There's no doubt that trying to modify 
sexual behavior is extremely difficult. It's difficult to get 
people to smoking, it's difficult to get people who a~e 
alcoholic to stop drink Even to modify sexual behavior into 
low risk activity is extremely difficult and, in my opinion, is 
going to require lot.s of novel approaches. And regret fully novel 
approaches cost money. 
CHAIRMAN TUCKER: I part.icularly like your remark about 
how difficult it is to stop smoking. I stopped smoking 3 months 
ago. My sta c doesn't be it, but I haven't had a cigarette 
3 months, real fficult. 
DR. SCHPJlJ>1: 'l'he task force that I was asked to chair by 
or Bradley and isor Edelman; will be looking at ways of 
developing needed educational programs. And hopefully when that 
is done, and aga ~ feel shoula been done a long 




There are many needs of people with AIDS that are not 
met, 
the hosp L:t 
the availability of skilled nursing hon1es 
I want to state that to mv knowledge the 
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t "l Cx people with AiDS re being fully 
met. many individuals lose their homes because 
they lose their j , or because 
i roommates or families learn of their disease 
many of have no p to go. So 
s cannot di the ients from the 
are k in the hospital a significantly 
wou be medi necessary, simply 
A skil nursing facility 
ly 
other needs that with AIDS, 
, c , and of course psychosocial 
volunteer 
cases L.A. County been in gay and 
the that has 
doing been uniformly, 
funds to do 
inue to that f this were not 
b by sexual contact. Since 
differentiate between homosexual and 
11 cant to be seen 
I de ly hope that it 
of cases among rosexuals for 




it is the responsibility of the 
, and County to provide adequate funding. 
s is a terrible disease affecting young individuals with an 
edible mort.ali rate. 
I great appreciate that you are reviewing the funding 
stion and hope x·ou will recommend additional funds for our 
communi t.y from all s. 
I thank the Cormni ttee for the opportunity to submit t.his 
testimony. 
CHAIR~~N TUCKER: Dr. Schram, Assemblyman Roos would 
l to ask you some questions. 
ASSEMBLYtJ'tAN ~HCHAEL ROOS: r'~r. Chairman. Dr. Schram 
could you tell me who funds the Los Angeles AIDS Task Force? 
DR. SCHRAM: To my knowledge there is no funding for the 
Los Angeles AIDS Task Force. 
ASSEMBLYl<!AN ROOS: So you 1 re a self-appointed Chair? 
DR. SCHRAM: No, s I was appointed Chair by 
sor Ede and Mayor Bradley. But the Task Force is a 
of individuals no funding. 
ASSEHBLY:rwlAN I see, so basically you're about the 
business of J , aggregate as much information 
forums like this to urge funding? 
develop programs to assess the needs, 
as pass a 
DR. SCHRAJ:v-;: 
what is be: d.one, as 
deve and 
as what you're trying to do, and 





ROOS: was the Task Force appointed? 
When? It had s first meeting 6 days ago. 
ROOS: Six days ago? 
Yes, sir. 
ROOS: Is the information that I have before 
Los Angeles County is doubling every 6 
I think the report is 1 case per day, 
6 months, Dr. Finn would know better 
a year or a year and a half ago 
150 cases 
ROOS: most of these numbers, we have 
re 
I 
s Los Angeles County and it" 
, about 2.8 million out of a total 
not 
1 care for those who are 
What has been the 
1 with regard to, in your 
ss to the problem in Los 
don't know to say clearly 
met. 
ROOS: Are there other jurisdictions that 
terms of .•. 
not seen 
to te 1 you. 
s that you have 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: Oh, I see. Well, let me put it this 
way. Do you think that there is any standard that Los Angeles 
County, either through state intervention or directly, should be 
looking at? Do you think that there are jurisdictions that are 
addressing it adequately? 
DR. SCHRAM: That's again, impossible for me to answer. 
All I can tell you is that there is a great unmet need. I don't 
have the ability to compare what is being done in L.A. County 
with San Francisco. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: Okay, well let me put it this way. 
If you had all the wishes that you needed how would you be 
addressing the problem? Not only in the State but by 
jurisdiction? Where would you be putting your money? 
DR. SCHRAM: I think what has to be done first, in my 
opinion, is assessing the needs of the communities. In other 
words, what's happening is that there have been monies that have 
been funded and then people have said, "well now how can we spend 
the money." And it seems to me that that's the backward 
approach. The proper approach would be to look at the needs, the 
things that have to be done, the things that are not being done, 
see what that costs and then look at how much money is necessary. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: With what goal in mind, prevention, 
maintenance? 
DR. SCHRAM: All of these are necessary. Prevention, to 







ially half of the gay 
be as many as half of a 
How manv of those are 
now? 
. SCHRAM.: Yes, s 
ROSS: Well that costs no money. 
assessing should be done 
much is necessary. 
ROOS: We 1 11 you comp your 
As qu as ss I've only been at 
ROOS: I understand. 
I my way this kind of assessment 
years and the answers to your 
sor Ede n unilaterally 
idea that vvas politically 
of sors? 
No, s In May, sor lman 
-3 ls and the recommendations 
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rom that meeting were that with Mayor Bradley a task force be 
appointed. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: Okay. I guess just a final question 
would be, your experience as a physician and someone who maybe 
has been an observer of response to public health questions, how 
would you assess the responsiveness to AIDS compared to 
Legionaires Disease, compared to Polio, compared to other things 
that we saw on the ~~ET thing? 
DR. SCHRA14: I think t.he best example I can give you is 
a memo that is now in the Congressional record from Assistant 
Secretary Brandt to Secretary Heckler requesting $55 million in 
additional funding for AIDS in 1984 and 1985. The memo that came 
back from Secretary Heckler to Assistant Secretary Brandt 
basically said no. In my opinion for that level of memo to be 
sent asking for $55 million and not one penny to be recorrunended 
by an administrat is just unheard of. I can't imagine it 
happening if s were any other disease. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
CHl\IPMP~N TUCKEP: And that, Mike, was recommended by you 
as Public Heal tJ1 Center for Disease Control to Mrs. 
Heckler, and to Administration and they have denied this 
meager $56 million for the whole nation. The unfortunate thing 
is this disease, if is controlled where it is now could 
possibly be in the category of an orphan disease and very, 





Thank you very 
of the Doctor? Mr. 
PHILLIP ISENBERG: Doctor, just an 
t 
s voluntee to do this. I 
your liberations might have 
you now feel and if you move with 
the problem as you see and suggest 
t.o 
11 to set the terms of the 
in Sacramento or in Los Angeles. 
ful weapon to beat publ 
I would encourage 
re you we l do our best. 
Dr. Schram, thank very much for 
and testi 
you very 
fore the Commi t:tee. 
Associate Director, 
JOHNSON Thank you me to 
have a 1 le 
rect: 
I '11 h~t you 
fferent perspective than 
with AIDS every 
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I 1 that I've been very fortunate to have the support 
of parents, a loving husband and good health and those are all 
things that we all pretty much take for granted. Since I've come 
to APLA to work as their Director of Psychoservices I've realized 
what a sheltered life I've led and I've been, frankly I've seen 
things I wish I'd never seen. I've been asked to come and speak 
to you today about some of the people that I've met, some of the 
suffering that they undergo and so that's what I'd like to talk 
to vou about. 
All of the horror stories you have heard are true. 
Sometimes we hear about things in the ne\vspaper and we kind of 
think that must not be as bad as it sounds. I'd like to give you 
some examples of that. 
Last month the mother and the stepfat.her of a person 
vvi th AIDS named Peter came to my office. I had asked them to 
come and take care of their son while we arranged for 24-hour 
care for him, as he was too ill to get up out of bed. He 
couldn't walk. And I told them that I thought a conservatorship 
was necessary for h. .,lm. He was so delirious from fever that you 
would call him up and he would not know what his address was or 
what his phone number was, we had found social security checks on 
the floor, no one was helping him. He does not have friends. 
All his friends have deserted him because of AIDS. And they said 
to me, "we can't take any financial responsibility for him." So 
I thought, well, obviously they don't understand what I'm asking, 
-1 -
a bills with the 
take re 
to 
1 for him. They said 
ibility." So I saw 





to try and 
s 
le to and get some 
volunteers in there to 
they And so he was 
able to care of himself. 
l>.n APLA Volunteer, that's an AIDS 
r, is c 
store 
and she 
out s estate because 
are not involved any 
, bought a nightgown 
's always an 
I sa AIDS Project and 
"isn't there a 
-·18-
Cll for ?" No there's not a cure and there's not going to 
be one a t A.nd s is someone in the general 
that's been led to believe that there is a cure. Aren't 
you afraid of gett by touching them? Well no I'm not. 
But again, she was not aware, after all this massive education, 
you couldn 1 t AIDS by touching someone. 
We have a client by 
'~<voman. She's 26 rs old 
name of Amy, she's a very shy 
she's the mother of 4 small 
rel ious and had been very ldren. She is very 
stunned to learn husband had been using IV drugs. She 
was aga stunned to find out she had AIDS ar:..d she was even more 
upset to find out that her srna lest ld hRd gotten AIDS from 
her whi he was ill her uterus. The little boys name is Mikey 
're often ho talized together. She's had to give up 2 
f her 





ttle girl came to her 
brother go to die, and 
of 
's care. These children 
on, 've very angry, they're 
1 at has is still in the 
los r One day the 
and she said, "are you and my 
II s, we're going to die," 
and the ittle g d to her mother, "is Daddy going to die," 
and she , he " and the 1 le girl said to Mom, 
"Morn, I don't want to be alone, how can I go with you?" And 
those are the sorts of things that happen to real people and 
every that I'm tel you is absolutely true. 
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now because of AIDS. Her is very 
lfare and the coupons that the AIDS 
But she'll soon need someone to help her 
he can be coaxed to eat. She'll have to be 
le need. They cannot get in the skilled 
There is not a single skilled nursing facility 
. A. these 
in dignity. A lot of people don't. 
wa one of those. I first saw him he 
As Roo . 
ROOS: You ust over so quickly that 
i 11 not an AIDS 
is not a sing lled nursing 
' a AIDS. J.. 
,, 
'3 is a consc policy, an 
Wel , I've to le to put it 
unsuccessful at that. But there has 
success ssion a lled nursing 
anyone, Dr. Finn 11 con rm that, anyone 
l 
-·20-
ASSEMBLY¥~N ROOS And off ls have just quietly just 
at while 's been a sy 1? 
HRS. cJOHNSON: At s , yes. At this point I'n 
not sure that off 
to do something 
ls are aware enough of the problems to beg 
it. Okay we at the AIDS project have been 
doing what we can 
on this problem and Martin 
limited staff to begin working 
has also begun to beqin working 
on in a ve limited way. But r~al limite~ staff it's 
fficult to t's that needs to be i'lttacked, 
think pass ly, polit 1 
CHI'..I:R.r.'AN TUCKEJ{: 1-.nd s, there are sicians 






if t d patient has 
ss too, there are certainl} 
that, dentists, etc. 
William was someone who had AIDS for a long time ... 
CHAIHMAN TUCKER Excuse ust a moment, Bruce Young 
has just J the area. 
, when I first met Will he would 
wear a coat, s., It sn't get cold in 
Lc a much knmv that_. 
CHAIRfvll\N 'l'UCKER It s awful 
MRS. JOHNSON: Yeah, and he had no body fat left from 
diarrhea for But he'd always wear this scarf around his 






alone, his s refused to 
no part of a son with AIDS, he had 
lar, he was an artist, had a lot oi: 
were not friendly enough to come over 
were they ly enough to see he 
, to him to the toilet, any of 
s. He called me and he isted he was going 
That didn't sound right, so I went 
to so he was 
excrement. He there for days and 
I cal an ambu and I , I 
I waited about 3 hours. Okay, 
came had 
no one wanted to come. were 
to 
, I thought. 
AIDS they 
had to be instructed 
s man to the hospital. 
It's bad enough that 
take care of ir children, that people 
same s would normally 
1 what I mean. I mean 
s, I mean s. with AIDS are 
cost-effective nto ces, which is 
f someone 's are not being 











t~a if are suicidal. 
ces many times 1 these 
have not gone away. And my 
bad unless you have someone to 
to tell you about what AIDS Project I~s 
Angeles does so you're aware of what is be done. 
CHAIRf,lAN TUCKER: M.r. I 
JI"SSEMBLY~1AN ISENBERG: I don't know whether you'd be the 
person to answer s quest 1 if 're net, just tell 
me. 
t.I!RS. JOHNSON: 
ASSEMBL n1AN ISENBERG le you deal with, what 
terms of either Medi-Cal, proportion rece ass stance 
r4.edicare or ? 
r1RS. JOHNSON: st al of rece state 
di 1 surance of t:he illness, provided 
se. 1\lmost rece s social 
or S . Now as far as l, what 
happens, unless comes to me f 
're i 
Medi-Cal of ask and be told they are not 
el le. 
AS ? 
. JOHNSON: Bee au 're 21 5 
1e t AIDS is are not aware IS a 
're over, over, and 
er to warn to 








MRS JOHNSON And I lled sing faci ties 
11 of them. 
CHAIRMAN TUCKER The same used to find reasons 
Any reason that they not to We 1 re overc 
can think up use that as an excuse for not accepting these 
MRS. JOHNSON: We don't have an opening. And we do have 
to tell be t.he person is because its no good 
tu someone a il have the nurses run the 
other 
ASSEMBLY~tAN ISENBERG: l\1r. Press, let~ me ask you a 
stion. Is any 
the of Los le if 
for lled nurs 
ac 
programs 
ld care to 
MR. PRESS 
aga that matter o 
Francisco 
Sull s a 
to a 
agai , as I i 
l 
don' 
or a abil now on, say 
sh to, to advertise for bids 
the that would 
State and Federal 
to a facility that 
there's any prohibjtion 
that San 






lled nursing faci 
have decided 
But 
's a it's not a 
done. 
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TUCKER: And the, Mr. I to 
i of who control the Los Angeles 
sors as it to diseases 
s. se are extreme conservative and 
will save any 
that. You 
they can, at anybody's expense. 
You've to 3 peop there who are 
not concerned about public health or no desire to 
i.vhat preventive a 





it nor they under 
The Well Baby Los les is no 
other our health programs that 
o at one t is no more. You have to 
i f se people 
lem I'm 





f as our 
I came to the AIDS 






's wonder 1 to see the 
you can real 
I go ahead. 
tell about what is 
le with AIDS. It 
case load goes up by 





much. We have a 
hundred 
lp a great deal. 
from all those 
commi. t.ment. 
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We have two S 1 f services to persons with AIDS 
and ion What we will do for a person with AIDS when they 
come into the office or we will go t.o t.he hospital and their horne 
and do a psychosocial evaluation, meaning checking them out for 
ssion and suicideality which we 1 re finding in abundance. 
We're finding that people with AIDS are more likely to conunit 
suicide probably than people with other terminal illnesses. Artd 
they 1 re also probably more depressed, although we haven't got. thf; 
final results on the research, that's what we see at this 
point. We have a lot of different services for them, such as 
support groups where they can meet with other people with AIDS 
and get education about what they might do. Individual 
counsel We have a Necessities of Life Program which includes 
a house for people with AIDS to live in and food coupons. We 
have clothing. Samet 
all. We have a tran 
Often their lovers or 
s come to us th no clothing at 
afra to Los 
van to take them to the hospital. 
s may be so elderly that they are 
les, or they've unable to drive, so 
need someone to take them back and forth to the hospital. 
also has 





to amel the problem with the ambulance 
n to go out, we know they' 11 get. prompt 
s that will go into the home and do 
practical things such 
certainly don't 
s taking the garbage out and talking. We 
volunteers to cover the need. We 
have a recreation program, we have legal help in making wills, 












can't, of that cha at the rate 
to work so 
once did. 
We have surance counseling, we've had a lot of 
insurance not to pay, 
to group 1. We have Helping 
j st everything. We have a lady that goes out and cuts 
has a son AIDS 
a 
I'll tell s AIDS Project cannot 
ts been going on. We're 
1985 we'll have served 1,000. We now 
in San Francisco. So 
for ces, 
on the kind o 
that in seal year 
served 00, 
so if our seload i to up much we're to 
he 
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Me -Cal. A lot of do not have private insurance so they 
can•t go there and 's only an acute care hospice which means if 
they don't need aggress pain management or nausea control, 
t can't go there. Psychiatric hospitals, again we've got to 
be able to get peop with AIDS the psychiatric hospitals if 
they're suicidal. Day care is a real problem for people that 
need care during the day. 
I'l tell you a little b about our budget, well I'll 
tell you a 1 le b about education. We have ~Speaker's 
Bureau. We go out and talk to anybody who calls us up and wants 
a \'7e' d like tc be able to do that more aggressively, to 
say, "look, we'd like to come here and train your people." We 
have a hot 1 so that people can call in. It's staffed on a 
volunteer basjs, so it's not staffed as much as we'd like it to. 
We do need more money to get the hot line 24 hours. We do do TV 
and radio talks hospitals, I go out and talk to social 
workers, etc., etc. We do a lot of education, but it's just not 
enough. 
In fiscal year 1983, and I don't have this written, but 
it wil be to 
$122,000. That was 
that kind of thing. 
you tomorrow, our budget was 
100% funded by private sources, donations, 
In fiscal year 1984 our budget is $360,000. 
Forty percent of that was funded by the government and 60% was 
ivately. 'l'o that down it was $90,000 from the State 
Department of ces for education funds and $70,000 
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from Federa Emergency Agency, was a food and 
shelt.er that pays for a house and the food coupons we give 
sea 85, the proj is $1,000,000 and le. 
of we're estimating will be from the rnment and 40% 
bl grant to 
$36,000 is from 
another social 
sand dollars is a communi services 
support services for people with AIDS, 
mental lth, money to hire 
God, $35,000 is a county block grant 
of Community Services for food and shelter. from the 
We 55,000 from the City for care for people 
th AIDS, we're trying to solve some of that problem with the 
nursing care by just bringing in some of our own people to care 
people ir s since we can't them into a nursing 
1 Forty two thousand dol is from the State 
rtment of Health ces for education of health care 
ss 1 and publ is $50,000 ss than we 
last 
We have for, t to those 
i s ch I just told we've a , $83,000 from 
to care We're applying 
I 0 of Health Services for 
educat ion and mass media 
educat on. We're another $200 000 from Federal 
As soc for food and shelter of which 
that $35,000 may re So we're ng to have to source 
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te a bit of money from the private funding people, you and I 
donating out of our pockets. 
I just want to say that I think the AIDS Project is 
extremely economical because most of our work is done by 
volunteers. Psychologists alone that contribute their time, we 
figured it out for one of these grants, in-kind services, I'd say 
conservatively they donate $100,000 worth of time a year. So if 
you have any questions that I can answer. 
CHAIRMAN TUCKER: Any questions? Thank you so much, 
Mrs. Johnson, for coming, we really appreciate it. 
Martin Finn, Dr. Finn, Medical Director, Public Health 
Program, Los Angeles County Department of Health Services. Dr. 
Finn. 
DR. ~1ARTIN FINN: Mr. Chairman, members of the 
Corrunittee, thank you this opportunity. I think I would like 
to know I have a somewhat broader perspective than just 
being the Public Health Medical Director and I'm privileged this 
year to be the rman of the AIDS Project Board. That helps me 
a little bit to understand much that: Coleen has been telling to 
you. 
My part this, I think, is to just give some 
indication of what the County has been involved in and I believe 
you've all received copies this morning of our expenditures for 
1983-84. The inpatient figures there are probably most accurate 













of those were spent in the 
's where majority of costs come 
, the great costs .•. 
Mr. Roos has a question, Dr. Finn. 
So other words, by the time that 
















We 1 no, however, I bel the outpatient 
sp are 
're an outpatient 
low. The reason being 
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Wouldn't there a U cation 
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ASSENBLY{I<1AN ROOS: I'm not sure how you apply that to 
AIDS. 
DR. FINN: It's an acute disease that progresses very 
rapidly to death. So, in that case, yeah. 
ASSEMBLYHAN ROOS: Okay, let me put jt this way, they're 
closer to death than they are to health? 
DR. FINN: Oh, very definitely, yes. The CDC definition 
is a rather difficult one to arrive at in terms o~ the diagnosis, 
so they've usual had considerable workup by the time 
actually called an AIDS case. The hospital ... 
ASSENBLYJI.1AN ROOS: By the way, is that other 
jurisdictions experience as well? 
DR. FINN: Yes. The CDC criteria are ... 
are 
ASSEMBLYHAN ROOS: Basically, t.hey' re usually closer to 
death than to it takes so long to work up whether 
the person has AIDS or not? 
DR. FINN ~Jell, by the time someone has been diagnosed 
as having AIDS, most of them have reached a stage of debilitation 
that's considerable, yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: So is no early warning 
d agnosis? 
DR. FINN: Some, those are the individuals who, I think, 
you've heard earlier, put. in the AIDS related complex category, 
those who 
syndrome. 
the generalized lymphadenopat.hy, a wasting 














s, I'm sure a small one and 
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Those are the 
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ASSEMBLn1.llJ:~ any comfort in that? 
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DR. FINN: Not at all because the most important 
stic is that 1 dies every second or third day. So we add 
one new case every day and we lose one of those, as I say, every 
second or third day. The major area, I'm certainly in agreement 
wi Dr. Schram, where we wish we had many more dollars, is in 
education. Each new development only opens up new avenues which 
need explanation to the medical workers, to the general 
population and to all of the high risk groups. We do not at this 
have adequate fund by any estimation in that activity. 
Reflecting on the questions around skilled nursing 
facilities ... 
ASSEMBLYtvlAN ROOS: Dr. in terms of not even coming close 
to adequate funding, what's the problem there? Do you think it's 
perhaps not a message that you're able to articulate clearly to 
the funding sources terms of the urgency or do you see other 
health problems 
vantage point 
a greater priority status from your 
Los s County and, therefore, you'd rather 
for money for those programs rather than this program? Do 
you think that: community perhaps has not been brought to bear 
upon the pol decis makers with re to how 
catastrophic the sease is? 
DR. FINN: I think the best way I can answer that is to 
say I clea state in Los Angeles County that 1\IDS is the number 
one public hea th problem. 
totally by al] funders. 
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les to try to arrive at identification 
restingly will probably have to be 
willing to go out~ of business if, indeed, AIDS becomes a resolved 
situation. Their would require a certain kind of staff 
sympathetic and sensitive to the issue. We are informed that. the 
facilii:y probably would immediately suffer the loss of other 
kinds of patients. So what we would find would be a unique 
facility which can either give us a wing or the entire facility 
for the care of these patients. 
ASSEMBLYHAN ROOS: Let me now tell you, Mr. Chairman, 
that I did this because there's been enough, I think, evidence 
presented in my district and Mr. Margolin's district that this 
type of hearing was necessitated, I'm just frankly in a hit 
of shock about how all this stuff is swept under the carpet 
\vi thout sort of pub c emotion about it. I mean how people 
can be systematically denied treatment in a facility and how the 
only way we'll be able to do that is maybe take over a facility 
that will eventual have to go out of business. 





les and the Governor the privilege of going for 
for health s throughout the state. 








Center the Control of 
and was denied by 
amount of money we're taJ,_n....LHY 
the 
Mrs. Heckler 
lem, AIDS, and 
the $56 million 
And that's a very 
And 
why you're sed at some of the other 
, I don' t knov-1 
that these 
Health Department Boards of Supervisors have done to the 
of Los Angeles. Dr F 
've real 




a result o 
I 
can't it but I certainly can. And 
have budgets on 
need he , senior citizens, 
11 name it they've 
have to ize seen 
s statement i saying 
AIDS was, in effect, st solved. 
CHAIRMAN TUCKER: fied 
sm caused and 
soon. 't know 
DR. FINN: It 
fede I it added 
lation and it has 












CHAIRMAN TUCKER: Then there's another reason there. 
There's another reason that no one has mentioned today. At the 
very beginning they believed that only homosexuals had AIDS and 
could transmit AIDS. 1 remember when we had a little bill up 
here, a dog bill that would make illegal to use pound aninals 
for experimentation. Some people even suggested maybe we should 
use homosexuals instead of dogs, maybe we should use deformed 
children instead of dogs. You have to understand the mentality 
of some of the peop that we represent. Very cold out there. 
And so far as homosexuals are concerned, if they could isolate 
that disease just to the homosexuals they would and they would 
provide no treatment whatsoever. Mike Roos, and you know damn 
well they wouldn't. The Administration as it is today, the 
Administration 
Washington would 
Los Angeles and the State of California and in 
the same 
ASSEMBLYJ.It1AN ROOS: Dr. I just wanted to ask you to go 
ahead and make a statement, I know that Congressman Waxman 
essentially 
CHAIRMAN TUCKER: I have a little art.icle here if you 
want it, Mikey. 
ASSEMBLYHAN ROOS: . .. in Los Angeles recently that 
funding on the nati level is still a joke and that any 
vaccination developed, any vaccination to be developed is about 8 
to 10 years Wou dispute that? 
DR. FINN: 
s, wou 
at ssman Waxman's 
was a consensus of Dr. 
Sensor for New 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: 
CHAIRMAN TUCKER: 
remember if they le on 
unless we have a major 
there will be very, 
Mike, hasn't hit 
before they will 
now. 
DR. FINN: We 
70's with re 
abuse began to 
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ow, same 'V'le 't know, but once we found that there 
was an epidemic and there's a lot of money to be made in it, then 
really funded those experimental projects and, you know, 
like we treat syphillis and cure it in a couple of days. 
DR. FINN: Our most effective tool will be education. 
The coming blood test, as you heard Dr. Schram indicate, will 
bring great cause for increased ability in that area. I guess 
the other great need has to be in psychosocial. The mental 
health problems of those who have AIDS, of those who love those 
who have AIDS, are so considerable that it's very difficult. 
Most of the psychosoc 1 mental health services to this time in 
Los Angeles have been given by volunteer psychologists. 
ASSEMBLYHAN ROOS: Dr., let me ask you this if I may, 
Mr. Chairman, and that is, if you had to write a number down on a 
ece of paper in order to a toehold in Los Angeles County, 
or a foothold the efforts that you think are necessary to do 
something about is , could you tell me what that number 
would be and could you tell me how you would allocate those 
resources? 
DR. FINN: the coming blood test question I would 
say nothing less than $10 mill I would give the highest 
priority to ... 
ASSEMBLY~1A.N ROOS: And this is L.A. County, alone? 
DR. FINN: This is Los Angeles County because of its 
geography, for one thing 1 's not an enclosed, small city such 
a San Francisco. we 
peop 4,000 
1\SSEMBLY!''lAN ROOS: vle 
question that is are we 
of 
the most ... 
DR. FINN: 
s area 
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ll~SSEMBI,YivlAN ROOS: Now is education screening blood 
tests? 
DR. FINN: Education will have to be on what the blood 
test means. Phys ians don't understand it. The general 
population will suddenly read this in the newspaper and have 
great anxiety. They'll have the anxiety around communicability, 
around the protection of blood supply and then we have the 
question of the at-risk, the high risk individuals who will have 
a blood test and must understand what that means. At this point 
in time we can't tell 
of their in 
vlhat that blood test means in terms 
they are a carrier, what their life 
is going to be like in the future. We can give them no assurance 
with respect to lity or employability for the future. 
Well, I real just fe my role here today was to 
ail is I guess I've been led to 
I think shou spend and I can just close saying 
that is l lem of the nation and 
of Los les 
ASSEMBLYivlAN ROOS: Thanks much, Dr. 
CHAIR!-1AN TUCKER: Dr. F , Mr. l has a question. 
ASSEMBLY~IAN BURT MARGOLIN: Just to conclude on the 
dollar issue, Dr. s 83-84 budget you presented us with 
is for $3,200,000. You talked about a projected need of $10 
million. Where are you 
this 
the process of developing a budget 
l amount of money? Within the County request 
decision ss, at what are you at right now? 
DR. FINN: 11 
to 
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fallout 0 the b 
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this clus e around 
come to an urban center smal 
or urban centers where people 
towns which is a problem 
we don't want to ignore, that major urban centers have. 
In San sco we are experiencing about 1.3 new cases 
of AIDS a at this point. The cases will double this year on 
the current, given the current rate of increase. It's 
undoubtedly the worst fectious sease in modern history. In 
San Francisco 99% of those with AIDS are homosexually active men. 
ASSEI'1BLYfvi.AN ROOS: How many did you say again? 
MR. TITUS: Ninety-nine percent. Which is very 
different than other 
very different situation as 
s. In San Francisco we have a 
relates to IV drug abuse and to 
a mushrooming of AIDS in that this point have not 
population. We're directing some educational effort to inhibit 
growth of AIDS in lat and we're very concerned 
it. so, sco, at this point the large 
majority cases are 
In terms of 





, the current fiscal year 84-85 the 
AIDS in San Francisco and we will 
week is out a supplemental request 
llion funding built on the needs that 
terms of the growth of the epidemic, how 
that's reflected on our current system of services and also will 
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Ui the trash without special Or where the muni buE 
operator would not accept a trans from a man. Or where the 
police felt they needed special breathing devices if they were 
going to have a homosexual man in the squad car \vith them. And I 
think that those are natural reactions on the part of people to a 
disease which we know, about which we know very little. And 
we've taken great care to get the word out that AIDS is no risk 
to the general population and to provide adequate information to 
the at-risk population. A survey that we did recently showed 
that about 95% of our gay and bisexual population understood what 
the risks were and what t guidelines were that we were 
recommending. There are continuing little outbreaks of concern 
among 
provide 
ce providers, indications of an umvillingness to 
ces. And we do is prepare an inservice, we 
training in the direction of that just launch an 
particular group. 
problem. The news 
We that it's going to be an ongoing 
11 bring up something new, the latest story 
in Marin County of a woman, a heterosexual, married woman dying 
of AIDS from a b 
blood bank and 
transfusion, brought a rash ot calls to the 
red a n amount of education, which they 
handled very effectively. 
In relation to the question of how we will spend this 
additional $2.6 million, I should say that last year we had 
directed about a half-a-million dollars toward education. During 
the next year we will add, or at this point we are adding another 
lion dol s 
a 
a of new s 
area 
We've 
San Francisco to 
treat s all 
our hospitals are We a 
ized 
made 
order to centra 







In our the same 
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June of '83 serve 84 people, 
was 212 last month. We 
anticipate that the registrations will go from about 3,500 in the 
last fiscal year to about 8,500 before this year is out, in that 
clinic. With an aggressive outpatient clinic program we can do a 
lot t.o keep people out of the hospital. And then I want. to talk 
about the community, the various community support services that 
we have too that militate against overusage of inpatient care 
vihich is te ly expens 
Let me talk for just a minute about the general 
structure that was created within the Department of Public Health 
to deal with the epidemic. A ago July, Dr. Silverman opened 
a the AIDS Activity Off That's when I transferred over. 
I've been in the Department for 10 years and moved into that 
office July of '83. At that point we had established a Medical 
Advisory Committee works th Dr. lverman in terms of the 
development of med 
in knowledge one 
lie s and the discussion of the advance 
and another. We have the AIDS Advisory 
which is a group of service providers and community 
people, sted 
to come and can come. 
people to talk about 
problems in 
And 
c s, really anyone that wants 
's an opportunity once a month for 
continum services to raise issues about 
s, to identify gaps in service and to go 
off and do what 
those situat 
s to done to fill those gaps, to correct 
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Within the Health Department, in addition to the special 
unit at San Francisco General Hospital and the outpatient clinic 
at San Francisco General Hospital, we have enhanced our Bureau of 
Disease Control to do casefinding in the area of AIDS. We have 
established 3 AIDS screening clinics scattered through the 
community to identify, help people in the conununity with easy 
access to identify cases of AIDS. We have accelerated our 
enteric disease program, we feel there may be some connection 
between enteric disease and AIDS; have tripled the size of that 
program since the beginning of the epidemic. And are adding a 
health educator to that program right at this time to work in 
conjunction with our other educational efforts. We've added 2 
public health nurses, we are adding 2 public health nurses right 
now to do increased work with people with AIDS up to the point 
that they enter the system of our home health unit and I'll 
describe that in just a moment. Then we have a group of 
community services, a continum of community services for people 
with AIDS. One of the more important is located through contract 
with a group called Shanti. This is a group that provides 
volunteer counseling people with AIDS and we have about 50% 
of our people with AIDS at any one time in volunteer counseling 
si tuat_ions San F'rancisco. There's a practical support program 
which is similar to something that was described in Los Angeles 
where we have a crew of volunteers that go shopping, t.hat take 
people to cal appointments, that come in and clean house, do 
a 
.rson a 
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ancisco which provides the full range of what would have been 
considered visiting nurse sorts of service. In home nursing 
service, in home attendant care homemaker services, so that if a 
person with AIDS is at the level where they don't need to be 
the hospital we can maintain them in their private residences by 
providing, where needed, home health aids or attendants, visit.ing 
nurses and that sort of program. It's also possible for a person 
to make the decision that they want to die at home and the 
hospice can then provide 24-hour care if that's needed in the 
last phases of the illness. And does a really creditable job in 
cooperat.ion with the Shanti Program of providing a humane, cost 
effective place for people to die. And a lot of people are 
dying, really everybody's dying with this disease at this point. 
If you look at the statistics back over the years, the further it 
goes back the higher the death rate is. So it's not too 
meaningful to get an average and say that 48% of our cases have 
died to this point. When you look back and see that 100% of thE:: 
cases diagnosed in the first year, and R8% of those in the second 
year are now dead you get a sense of everybody being gone after 
two to three years. 
In addition to the Shanti volunteer counselors we have a 
program of pa counselors, a group of paid counselors that work 
on the ward at San Francisco General Hospital. We have a 
half-time psychiatrist at this time, that works with them and a 
full-time soc 1 worker on the outpatient unit that deals with 
h 












fying, 1n terms of the at-:ri community know 
sk were for AIDS and giving 1 guidelines in 
terms of sexual acti , what folks should be doing. Wha we 
found out was that it was very, talking it and people 
knowing about was very different than people doing something 
about it. Just like the 1 le thing on the side of the 
cigarette package that says you'd better stop. It's okay to read 
it but it often doesn't go much further than read1ng it. 
Ann so what we've to do a ser1ous at. 
situation and see we could do to help people change the 
sex habits. And actual a current telephone survey, a random 
telephone survey of 500 gay households indicate that there has 
been a tremendous move in the change of sexual habits 
risk community. I'm not free to discuss the specifics of that 
's not l-eal complete out o the computer and printed, but 
the has a ficant move a po t rect in 
Francisco. 
V'Je see as very c lem. 'J'he at-riGk 
lation 1s ~ont1nua chang 'Ihere c.rc: a 
dE.:ve s. The tuff that's out of re ch s 
apt to give people false hopes. It's important to back out 
s means r what talk o a blood test_ means in t.enns of 
contlnuinsJ the ice of safe ~;ex habits 1 fo1 c:xamph;. ~;o that 
people don't too that sort n 'fhe1e' s a 
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One of those is a mass we 1 a 
studied approach to of PSA s, , the use 
of forums, workshops, materials 
groups in the community will 
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be strategic areas to help people do what we would say 
boost immune function. Look at the whole wellness model in terms 
of prevention of AIDS at this point, and really get out there and 
encourage people to take a look at their health status. So we 
have a situation now where a person can come in, free of charge, 
for an hour's consultation to evaluate their health status and 
their risk behaviors. And at the end of that period get a good 
picture of what sort of recommendations our staff would have in 
terms of the action that they should take. They could join a 
depression prevention group, they could join a stress reduction 
group, they could join a general wellness group, they could join 
a group that talks about substance abuse and those issues, they 
could join a group that deals with, say sex practices. And these 
are 8 week sessions. We have all of those running now and are 
getting really excellent results and response back from them. 
We're creating a continum of services that runs through the media 
work that we're doing, forums and speakers through the self-help 
groups in the community and in using the basis as the AIDS Health 
Project, these professionally oriented groups using a 
participation strategy to get people in all of these groups, then 
to come back and as volunteer group leaders, as finders of other, 
the development of other participants, their friends, their 
neighbors in the community to take part in these groups. And we 
look to see a real change in sexual practices amongst the high 
at-risk population this year again in San Francisco. 
-57-
Perhaps I should stop at 
any questions. 
s 
CHAIRMAN TUCKER: Mr. Bronzan 
member of the Health Committee, Asu~a~·~ 
? 
and see if re 
j 'sa 
Bronzan. 
questions from any member of the 
ASSEMBLYMAN ROOS: The thing I'd 1 to ask, 
Mr. Chairman, is that I'm having a Town Hall 
I'd appreciate if you'd let the 
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CHAIRMAN TUCKER: We'll 
and rest of lks 
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Assembly can't af 
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This 
CHAIRMAN TUCKER: In 
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-58- APPEND I A 
Dr. Neil Schram, 
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee 
Thank you for inviting me to test before your Committee about the 
needs of Los Angeles regard AIDS. 
Since its description in 1981, almost 6,000 cases Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome have been in United States almost 
500 in Los Angeles County alone. There is a mistaken on the 
of some people that with a blood test to " t" the Nation' blood 
and a vaccine possible in a year or t;.m that the health crisis is over. 
This is a potent disastrous misconc In of 
active gay men in San Francisco, two i.rds have been to HTLV III, 
the virus that is the 1 cause of In is about 
25 - 30%. If, as with the number of 
falls in bet~een the two, then 
Los Angeles County either have been, or will be the 
time a vaccine is proven both safe and effect 
that a vaccine will be of no bene£ to sed to the virus. 
How many of those to the virus will AIDS 
unknown at this t as are the factor that determine or won't 
the disease. 
What has become clear either 
a vaccine is found then ion the most 
we have to limit the number of this d must 
remind you that the mortal 46% is about 80/~ for 
those d more than 2 years ago. Further it is estimated that the 
average medical costs for a ient with AIDS is about or more. 
That of course does not the other 
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In addition to prevention, especially among high risk individuals, 
here is a great need for education of health care workers about the disease. 
Very soon, blood banks will be screening blood donors for antibody to HTLV III. 
Remember that high risk individuals are ah:eady self-excluding from donating. 
Therefore, those individuals who have antibody will not suspect that they do. 
In any event, they will be advised to contact their physicians for follow-up. 
I must tell you that because, very frankly, physicians have no idea at this 
time what to'do with someone with no synptoms who has the antibody to HTLV III. 
There will be great anxiety on the part of both the patient and the physician. 
One result will be a great increase in medical costs for those individuals 
until this is sorted out. It is essential therefore that an education program 
both for blood donors and for physicians te undertaken to explain what is 
known, and '\·lhat is not known about the mea:J.ing of a test, and perhaps a group 
of physicians can make recommendations abcut what testing to do for those 
individuals.- In any event, counselling of those individuals and their sexual 
contacts will again require considerable person•i/resources. 
I might add that if this education program does not happen, then people 
are liable to get the mistaken impression that they were healthy when they 
went to donate blood, but were th~n told they might have AIDS after donating. 
This could lead to a fear of donating blood which could also have a devastating 
effect on our blood supply. 
I have so far addressed only the educational needs, not only for Los Angeles 
County, but indeed for all Communities. However, I do believe that in our 
County we have not done an adequate job o: educating high risk individuals, 
specifically gay and bisexual men and IV drug users on risk reduction. That 
is a desparate need for reasons I indicated before. The type of educational 
effort must use many different approaches, and money is clearly needed to do so. 
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Bradley and Supervisor Edelman have rec appointed an AIDS 
Task Force of which I am the Cha and we are at ways 
the needed programs. Hopefully when that is done, and I feel it should 
have been done before, we will know ho'.¥ cuch it should cost. 
There are many needs of people with AIDS that are not met, includ 
the availability of skilled nursing beds outside the spital. I want to 
state that to my knowledge the medical needs in the spital of with 
AIDS are being fully met. However, because many individuals lose their homes 
either because of inadequate income or because their landlords learn of their 
disease and evict them, I believe, I can t document, that 
are in the ho beyond their true medical needs. A skilled 
that would accept people with AIDS would decrease those ho 
There are many other needs of e with AIDS, includ 
and of course 
organizations. Because 
have been in gay and bisexual men 
The ions do 
short of funds to do what must be 
were not perceived of as a 
been available from all levels of 
ial that are 
over 90'~ 
it has 
the work have 
done. It is difficult 
disease then much more 
must 
costs 
ics like food, 
been 
to believe that if 
would have 
out that disease 
il 
is blood and also s~~al contact. S viruses differentiate 
between homosexual and heterosexual behavior it will continue to seen among 
heterosexuals in increas numbers. I d 
a number of cases among heterosexuals for 
this disease. 
that it does 
to realize the seriousness 
I believe st that it is the 
County to provide increased fund 
of the Federal, State, 
This is a terrible isease affect 
young individuals with an e mortal rate. 
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I greatly appreciate that you are re7iewing the Funding question and 
hope you will recommend additional funds for our Community. 
I thank the Committee for the opportu~ity to submit this testimony. 
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974,3333 
In my absence, a 
record of your 
Los 
se us on po to 
be able to descr the program 
have been ed local 
Honorable Curtis R. Tucker 
September 18, 1984 
Page Two 
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For some time now, I have been working with the County 
Department of Health Services in an attempt to make sure that the 
basic needs of persons with AIDS are being met by the County 
hospitals. In addition to this direct care for persons with 
AIDS, the County has played an active role in educating the 
public about AIDS. We have also funded an AIDS referral clinic 
at the Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center. In addition, 
on several occasions the Board of Supervisors has appropriated 
block grant funds to local non-profit agencies which are helping 
to meet the AIDS crisis by providing emergency food, shelter, and 
other social services. It is my understanding that the City of 
Los Angeles is now considering similar block grant funding to 
these agencies. 
Again, thank you for inviting me to testify at the hearing. 
I look forward to any help your Committee can provide in our 
efforts to meet this public health crisis. 
CC: Dr. Martin Finn 





Robert Gates, Director, 
Dept. of Health Services 
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Councilwoman. 
September 21, 1984 
onorable Mike Roos 
Assemblyman, 46th District 
600 South New Hampshire 
Los Angeles, CA 90005 
Dear Assemblyman Roos: 
APPENDIX 0 
of Los 
I am very concerned about the hearin that he As embly 
Comm ttee on Health is having concernin AIDS 
Unfortunately. I will not be able to att nd the ear 
on September 25th. I would appreciate i you wo 
make these remarks n my behalf. 
I w 
t at 
t to speak t 
it is having o 
u today ab ut 
ur commun t:ie 
DS 
AIDS, the Acquired Immune Deficien S 
real in L s Angeles. It isn't a thi 
f e ts other people. It is most part 
my City Council Dis rict. I know people 
D I know their families and their 
1 have known people who have d e r 
mmune Deficiency Syndrome and its relat 
n 
6 people have been iagnosed t 




I am not a medical person, I cann t 
th llness but I can and will do 
thro gh legislat n 
support services for he victi 
hem. 
f rst became aware of the problem abo 
n my constituents, community 1 a 
egan to voice their fears ab u AI 
here was a dearth of in 
s lf and about how t is 
lmos no place t0 g c e i for 
Honorable Mike Roos 
September 21, 1984 
Page 2 
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that were trying to help were woefully underfunded. 
There were precious few support systems for victims cr 
their families. I discovered that persons afflicted 
with AIDS were being refused medical treatment in some 
cases, or being given poor treatment because of mis-
diagnosis. They were treated as outcasts. AIDS 
victims had become modern-day untouchables. Clearly, 
something had to be done. 
I began searching for funding to help provide infor-
mation. I found $7,800 in 13th District allocations 
and funded AIDS Project Los Angeles to publish an 
educational brochure. 
I have reprogrammed an additional $23,629.83 to AIDS 
Project Los Angeles for a day care program for persons 
afflicted with AIDS. The City has matched these funds 
for a total appropriation of $46,259.66. 
Recently, the City Council appropriated $50,000 in 
general fund monies for the Gay and Lesbian Community 
Services Center to provide screening and counseling for 
AIDS victims and their loved ones. 
All totalled, the City of Los Angeles has appropriated 
over $105,000 for Stlpport systems, educations programs, 
and counseling to help the victims and all of us cope 
with this problem. We earmarked an additional $166,000 
for next year. And I know that we in the City vrill 
contjnue to do even more. 
Yet, It isn't enough. It will never be enough until 
this scourge is erradicated. In the meantime, we need 
your help. The State must help us to provide these 
services. The problem is not getting better. More and 
m re people are being affected by AIDS. It isn't 
limited to one community or another. It affects us 









k this Committe o e amine the 
you th ghly and expeditously. But le e 
th t we need your help and our communities need the 
ne tha the State can and must appro riat 
h nk you for af ording me the opport n 
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OF 
-69 
THE OF THE ASSEHBLY HEALTH COHHITTEE 
TESTIHONY - SEPTEMBER 26, 1984 
of 1984, Dr. Michael Gottlieb, a leading UCLA AIDS,researcher and 
ot d na ona expert in t field, made the following tale~ent: th 
he continu ng es a] tion of the AIDS criSIS, our onl to significant 




t 31, 1984, L;88 AIDS ca had been reported in Los AngeJe 
Of those, 463 - 94. 9% - vJCre homosexual or bisexual males. 
THE NEED FOR SERVICES 
The homosexual population of Los Jes County is estimated at some 750,000 
(10% K:insey Study), an es imate wh:ich is considered conservative. A more 
ac urate gurc would place this population group at closer to one mi11ion. 
The homo rxual and bi pxua populations ar consid r0d the hi st risk 




(September 3, 1984), over 5896 cases of AIDS have been reported 
over 688 of these cas s have died. In Los ]e County 
488 ases have been diagnosed, and almost half have 
are showing that reported diagnosed case of 
low New York City, every 1.5 ars; 
les, every 6 months. The ng 
I is the third largest urban are 
prevalent and continues to c imb. 
na 1 
has lr<'ad sl ted 
t moni s o 
been forthcoming The 
\·Jith AIDS, p:-:ycLo 
;on Iin1 , and 
prograrn arc 
ucation programs are scnt"al to 
ou beh:Jvior::Jl c \v.!hin the gay c,,cmHmit 
i pcnd'ng over mil) on on AJDS e1ated se cc· 
f San Franci co is spending some .5 million. 
A DS monic n les County and he City of 
only a few hundred thousand dollars annually. The cu 
lar the State of California (FY 1984-85) 1s 
de ba ic upport monies for the thirteen ( 3) 
ted ngcncj 1983-84). If dj ided equa] y, the 
,,£cnt ]c s lh:m $100,000 per agency. 
c 
n c 
ssenc , what this information means rs 
to AIDS has not reached and 
that risk reduction i form3ti 
impacted a 1 rge percent 
omosexually active y men. 
AlDS Prevention Clini 
The A DS 1 in i c provides medi a evaluation for AIDS, 
and at · n fo tion on 1DS. Funded teh 
,000 FY 1984-85), the AIDS Clinic ovide serv1 
<i half-day c] nic ry week, he clinic has rcc some J 
que for erv1c s sine its inception a ly thi year. One--third of 
l~1ose patients requesting services have been minority patients, representi 
black, hispanic and Asian/Pacific gay populations. 111 of this total rc 
actually screened and seen by the triage team of a health educator, nu se, 
And physician. 
The foll Latistical data represent the clinical outcome of tho 
clinically at the AIDS Prevention Clinic and the medical 
57. %AIDS-Related Complex (ARC); 10% AIDS, and 32.5% normal examinntion. 
During th. pnrti period, three individ a]s d ngno wr ARC 
pnUJ'llOcystis c rrn11 pneumnnra. 
l k a t h Ed u at ion 
GLCS ' al h ,~ ucat Lon am ha at temp ed to provide an 2rray o act viti 
to i form our ty and clients of the isk factors involved in the tr 
mi ::ion of AJDS Due to th s program's 1im1t:ed financial resources, the 
t 1 v t c hav0 been 1 imitcd to in~-house -to-one interviews, deve opmen 
of an extensive i U: ture ollection, outreach to both media and communit 
1e . Literall hundn·ds of requests for health education informa :i 
pour into the c inic monthly and have taxed much of the health education 
off'ce's availability to do more extensive outreach and network within 





noper tion \vith the: St te of California 
h Education GLCSC ed a 
Vl entit Our ve . Cu t] 
l i but 1 z t l 
rizcd Ne1,,10rk (CAIN) 
par! ;nent o 
criti al y 
thi 
v1:irh AIDS-related organizations 
st developed as a computer onferencing network 
, un1 rsiti and AIDS organizations. This s tem was 
1d a v a cc nf 1nformation for AIDS-related health t'vit 
di,,~,·ml at1on f c h:Jscline tinn. 
UCLA AJDS Natu ll i tory Sl ud;Y 
cc t J 
Ed u c -~ 
for 
In ooperat on with the UnivE:r of California, Los Angeles, School of P11bl 
Health, GLCSC 1s providing rental space for this re earch project which ha 
been clesi hart Lhe n tu al hi tory of AIDS. Some 1200 heal g 
bi tic ipants. Through analysis of the ta 
coli ted, hers to be ]e to identify fac s which are lated 









ve several concerns 
1 i on w 
awa mean v J 
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le with AI 
wi 
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want, nor should they receive 
ronic, fatal illness. They do 
hospital. They already suffer from loss 
i , loss of homes, and loss of iends. It makes no 
further them from other hospi li patients. 
need not its money on providing additional i 
le. LAC-USC Medical Center, Harbor General Hospi l, 
City of Hope, and other pri institutions offer excellent care for our 
ized pati . What these people do need, however, is assistance from 
in meeting ir needs. These le, after all, 
an illness which in young adulthood, and lingers for two to three rs 
outcome. Most that t i not ins i the l, 
it. 
lf at wi di 
wei 
i's discolorations over 
ronic fatigue, the 
r breathing your disease has now i 
(you couldn't work if wa 
your illness, and your family lives 
apartment. Now ask yoursel • 11 How do I 
I clean my apartment when I tire out j 
r 
wal my medication since my health ns nee 
ine 
a a 
ions shoppi prepare my food, s nee 
l i are ions 
, and have widespread Kaposi's Sarcoma involvi 
your j as a surgical nurse, your lover of ei 
ll every week 
• with nausea and vomiti 
to which means 













more direct role in providi 
we 11 as owners 
i , to rs a 
an 
7 
l use ies 
lus a g 
reaucracies. Finally, are people who on 
more ici ly, but are anxious serve 
~ 
es, only would 
all with i l i sea 
ll Disease Multiple leros i ' 
County of Los Angeles to take a more 
l wi AI 
the education of hi 
l r 1 i as we 
myths surrounding thi disease. 
ion can 
p 
receive care in 
re come to 
an who 





of social servi 
commun1 
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